
 

 

  

 

 

3.rd Transnational 

Meeting 

STEM FOR ALL SEASONS PROJECT 
IRELAND, GERMANY, GREECE, SLOVENIA AND PORTUGAL 

The experience is a 
flashlight hanging from the 
back that only illuminates 
the path already covered. 

 
                      Confucius 

 

09h30 

Library of the Secondary School of Nelas 

Opening session: Director of the Nelas Group of Schools 

                          General coordinator of the project 

1. Project status - Ireland, Germany, Greece 

10h30 

Room 19 of Nelas High School 

Project satus – Portugal  

Presentation of the projects carried out by PIC-STEM students 

12h20 

Canteen of Nelas High School 

Lunch 

14h00 – 17h00 

Library of the Secondary School of Nelas 

Project status (cont.): Slovenia  

2. Focus on the draft final report - feedback and suggestions 

3. Lesson plans: (i) exchange four lesson plans ( in English) - 4-

6 years – Slovenia; 6-8 years - Greece8-10 years – Germany; 

10-12 years – Ireland; Gifted – Portugal; (ii) decide if lesson 

plans are to be made available in hard copy or online.                           

                                        

October 8th | Nelas Hight School 

4. Weather Boxes: exchange details of the 

content of the boxes for each level (as per 

lesson plans) 

5. Focus on the direction of the project until 

April 2019 

6. Decide if a new rota for the weather blog 
is needed 
 
7. Agree a date to repeat the STEM 
questionnaire and exchange findings 

 

 

 

Nelas – Portugal 
8 and 9 | October | 2018 



  

 

 

 

 

This region, located between Dão and Mondego, which is further afield by Estrela and 

Caramulo Mountains, has a rare beauty. That is why tourism has enormous potential here, 

either to enjoy an incomparable natural landscape or to enjoy the thermal wealth of 

modern Caldas da Felgueira, or to visit and admire the valuable architectural heritage. 

We refer to solar and solarium houses, testimonies of a rich historical past. Finally, the 

industry. As a result of an intelligent and pioneering policy of industrialization, modern 

enterprises were set up in Nelas, which created jobs for the entire region and generated 

enough income to start up commerce and services. 

Nelas 

Day 8 | Viseu | Departure from ESN at 5:30 p.m. 
3.rd Transnational 
Meeting 

Viseu 
 
Occupied since the time of the Castro, the history of Viseu is closely related to the History of Portugal. If the 

mythical figure of Viriato, the warrior who led the Lusitanian tribes against the Romans, gave to the old civility 

a vital role during the Romanization, also D. Afonso Henriques, the first king of Portugal, established a close 

connection between the first years of the foundation of nationality and this noble city of Beira Alta. A place of 

strategic and commercial importance since ancestral times, many are the vestiges that archeology, and 

sometimes chance, have come to reveal here. 



  

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Paço Real (used when the King was 
in Coimbra) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sala dos Capelos (old room of the King; 
currently used in academic ceremonies) 

 
 
      
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Capela de S. Miguel ( In 1517, to replace an  

old oratory medieval) 
 

Biblioteca Joanina (one of the most original 

and spectacular European baroque libraries) 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Coimbra is one of the main cities of Portugal. It is located in the Center of 

Portugal, bathed by the river Mondego, the largest river entirely Portuguese. The 

Romans called it Eminus. With the arrival of the Arabs (711), the city, which they 

called Kulumriyya, became an important trading post between the north, the 

Christian and the south muslim, with a strong Mozarabic community. After its 

reconquest in 1064, Coimbra reborn and becomes the most important city south 

of the Douro River, capital of a vast county ruled by the Mozarabic Sesnando. In 

1129, D. Afonso Henriques made Coimbra the capital of Portucalense County, 

replacing Guimarães, and remained the capital of Portugal until 1255, when D. 

Afonso III moved the court to Lisbon. 

From the middle of the fourteenth century, the history of Coimbra is closely 

linked to the history of the University of Coimbra, one of the oldest in Europe. 

The first Portuguese university was founded by D. Dinis. Initially installed in Largo 

do Carmo in Lisbon, it was transferred to Coimbra, to the Royal Palace of 

Alcáçova, in 1308. In 1338, returned to Lisbon, returned to Coimbra in 1354, and 

returned again to Lisbon in 1377. It was with D John III who, in 1537, the 

University definitively settled in Coimbra, in the Royal Palace of the Alcáçova, 

which became known as the Paço das Escolas, which we will visit. 

Coimbra 

Lunch: Restaurante Piscinas do Mondego | 18€ 

Cultural Visit: Paço das Escolas (8€ / person): 

Biblioteca Joanina is part of Paço das Escolas, a masterpiece of the Baroque, which 

was built by D. João V, from which comes the name: "Joanina". It will be one of the 

places to visit. We will also visit the Chapel of S. Miguel and the Royal Palace (Paço 

Real). On the right bank of the Mondego, there is the Monastery of Santa Clara-a-

Velha, which is heavily damaged due mainly to the floods it has suffered. In the same 

margin of Mondego is the Garden of the Tears, that is connected to one of the saddest 

episodes of the History of Portugal. It is the story of the loves between D. Pedro, 

grandson of D. Dinis, and D. Ines de Castro, a Galician noblewoman, aunt of D. 

Constança Manuel, wife of D. Pedro. For political reasons, the then king of Portugal 

and father of D. Pedro, D. Afonso IV, taking advantage of the absence of the son, had 

D. Inês killed. Legend has it that Don Pedro, discontented after the death of King 

Afonso IV, ordered the corpse to be unearthed, sat on the throne and made the nobles 

kiss her hand, so it is said that "after her death she was queen". 

 

Day 9| Coimbra | Departure from ESN at 07:45 
3.rd Transnational 
Meeting 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

This city originates in a Celtic settlement, pre-Roman, which in the 

Roman era was called Portus Cale, being there the origin of the name 

Portugal. 

The city was taken by the Muslims in 715, having been reconquered by 

Vimara Peres in 868. 

Oporto is a city known worldwide for the famous Port wine, a drink 

that is produced in the Alto Douro wine region, the oldest demarcated 

region in the world, and exported from the cellars that are located on 

the left bank of the river Douro, in Vila Nova de Gaia. Porto is also 

known for its bridges linking this city to Vila Nova de Gaia: Freixo 

Bridge (1995), S. João Bridge (railway bridge inaugurated on June 24, 

1991) , D. Maria Pia Bridge (1877 - was the first great work of Gustavo 

Eiffel in Porto), Infante D. Henrique Bridge (2003), D. Luís Bridge (1886 

- this bridge, with two trays, was considered the bridge with the 

longest iron arch in the world, now superseded by one in China) and 

Arrábida Bridge (1963 - it was, at the time of construction, the bridge 

with the largest reinforced concrete arch in the world). 

Porto is also known for its historic center, of which we highlight the 

Avenida dos Aliados, at the top of which you can see the City Hall of 

Porto. 

It is also famous for its museums and cultural and leisure spaces such 

as the Soares dos Reis Museum, the Serralves Foundation, the Casa da 

Música, among many others. It is important for its university, the 

University of Porto, founded in 1911. 

 

Porto is the second city and the fourth most populous 

municipality in Portugal. It is located in the northwest of 

Portugal, at the end of the right bank of the river Douro. 

 

 

Visita Cultural: Percurso a seguir referido e entrada no Palácio da 
Bolsa (9€/pessoa): 

 

Day 9 | Porto | Departure from Porto at 11:00 p.m. 
3.rd Transnational 
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Praça dos Leões (in the image: building where the 
Rectory of the University of Porto, in the Square of the 
Lions), so called due to the Fountain of Lions, but 
named Praça Gomes Teixeira. The building of the 
Rectory of the University and the Church of the 

Terceiros do Carmo stands out. 

Livraria Lello & Irmão (one of the most 

beautiful bookstores in the world) 

Igreja and Torre dos Clérigos  
(the Clérigos Tower, built on the 
Adro dos Enforcados, where the 
Justicians were buried, is 75 
meters high and 240 steps high. 
At the time of its construction 
the Clérigos Tower was the 
tallest building in Portugal. 

 

Cultural Visit: part of the course that will be done, 
which includes entrance to the Palácio da Bolsa – 9€ / 

person): 

Dinner: Taberna Cais das Pedras Restaurant | + - 20 € 


